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Abstract 
.J 
The objective o-f this thesis is to investigate the 
problem o-f in-formation resou·rce management in general and 
manufacturing in-formation systems in particular. The thesis 
provides an approach to enterprise-wide, data-driven 
information systems. The issues w·hich) a-f-fect in-formation 
management· strategies are di~cussed, without getting into 
poss i bi 1 it i es, which cannot be implemented without proven 
technology available in the market today. 
The strategies at a conceptual level are first 
identified in the form of questions which discuss the need 
for that approach and al so analyze the alternatives. The 
requirements of manufacturing information systems are then 
listed and implementation issues are discussed. 
The use of Computer Aided Systems Engineering (CASE) 
tools aid development and mainte.nance • 1S to system 
described. A survey o-f CASE tools available in the market 
today is included in the appendix section. 
1 
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2. Introduction· 
! 
There is a need for an enterprise-wide in-formation 
management strategy. In-formation technology is no longer 
~ 
just a tool for efficiency. Consistent and accurate 
information must be available on-line throughout the 
organization, in order to use in-formation as a competitive 
weapon. 
Manufacturing operations are highly data intensive and 
most manufacturing have made s,trategic • companies decisions 
to use information technology. However there is a lot of 
confusion • 1n integrating the requirements of • various 
manufacturing functions. A formal basis for developing 
information systems bottom-up is a pre-requisite for proper 
information sharing throughout the organization. 
Data-driven systems are based on 1 og i cal structure of 
data which is more stable than procedures which use the 
-
data. T~e five steps involved are (a) Specify business 
functions (b) Model business data (c) Show interaction 
between functions and data (d) Map data model to physical 
database tables ( e) Write procedures to per-form business 
functions using tables. Computer Aided Systems· Engineering 
(CASE) encompasses the full systems life cycle. It provides 
formal techniques for engineering quality software systems. 
2 
3. Why Enterprise-wide Information Management? 
Few organizations today, / can meet their business 
objectives 
information 
without • using some -form of computerized 
system. Successful · organizations have 
recognized that accurate and timely operational, management 
and marketing in-formation is key to success. An enterprise 
wide in-formation management strategy sets direction for 
leveraging information technology based on business 
objectives, taking into account ·t'-ie present situation and 
future possibilities. 
Increasing global competition has forced many 
,0 
corpo:rations to become more competitive. Islands o-f 
in-format ion systems are implemented bottom up, without a 
common foundation or structure of the underlying data. This 
leads to incompatible systems as there is no consistency • 1n 
the meaning of data throughout the organization. 
Within an enterprise, each organization, and system 
has businesses its data. 
• view of the Most use own 
inconsistent rules to control their data, which leads to 
information pollution. Not only are basic· rules 
inconsistent, but they are also changing. There is a need 
for enterprise-wide, shared information systems which are 
fully compatible with one another. One way to make this 
happen is to use a single logical data dictionary which 
3 
. ! ' 
acts as the in-formation repository for all automated 
systems within the enterprise. Distributed database 
technology is available to make this possible. However a 
• new approach to in-formation systems 1s necessary. 
In-formation management in many companies is similar to 
drinking out o-f a -fire hydrant. The -f 1 ow o-f 
' 
in-formation 
technologies is so strong that it is di-f-ficult to control 
consumption. 
in-formation 
Responding 
technology 
to these 
• requires a 
rapid changes • 1n 
strong information 
management strateg~. The migratJon from data processing to 
corporate information management creates a new role of 
information managers with responsibilities to manage 
corporate data models and • using in-format· ion as an asset 
resource as a competitive weapon. 
The development of enterprise-wide systems are far 
from easy. There are many problems to overcome in terms of 
business, technologies, tools, techniques and the attitude 
of and data • processing community. the users existing 
Business problems include the lack of a clear direction, no 
commitment -from senior management, and multiple solutions 
to the same problem due . to lack o-f control. The rapid 
evolution o-f technology has caused problems with the 
proliferation of micro-computers, short life 
computer hardware and a vast range o-f software. 
4 
span of 
4. Why Data-driven Infornia.t ion Systems ? 
In any organization,· the structure o-f data has the 
longest li-fe followed by communic.ation networks, operating 
system and database software, and computer hardware in that 
order. Logical representation of data is relatively\stable, 
whereas procedures that use the data change frequently. 
Therefore the logical data model, which reflects what the 
organization is, not how it currently operates, should be 
the base -for system development. Information systems can be 
better integrated if data which are shared are controlled 
centrally by being part of the same logical data model. 
It • IS no use trying to • superimpose electronic 
in-formation on to a sort of a tangled company procedures 
which has grown up around conventional paper based 
communications and islands of automation. Procedures in any 
organization is bound to change and information system 
development is still too labor intensive. Needless to say, 
most conventional data processing departments have huge 
application backlog, trying to keep up with ehanging 
procedures all the time. 
The basic need is -for an information-flow system which 
enables the in-formation to be accessed in different -forms 
to meet different requirements. 
5 
At the heart o-f all 
i' 
( 
automated information systems is the struggle over ''DATA''. 
Information !S "mined" -from data. The real objective is to 
manage, store, give access to and provide the ability to 
manipulate and communicate the raw material of information 
and knowledge - "DATA". 
Data driven systems have a formal basis and the 
program contro 1 structures are derived -from the program 
data structures. This is key to -flexible information 
systems. The relational data model provides ways to 
describe the data without any physical pointers to the 
actual storage of the data. Separating application programs 
from the physical organization of the data provides a high 
degree of data independence and operational flexibility. 
Currently available computer hardware and software 
enables data to be processed quickly. Main-frame quality 
processing power of not to long ago are available on the 
• desktop today at a fraction of the cost. This trend 1n 
hardware improvement is likely to continue with parallel 
processing machines in the future. The real problem is how 
to manage and coordinate the data that is being held and 
used in different ways. Automatir1g adhoc procedures wi,11 
• 1n problem the solve not the long run. Information 
repositories must be developed to define the structure and 
constraints of the data onct! and use it consistently. 
6 
x~ 
Step 
I .Specify business functions 
2. Understand business data · 
3. Describe function/data interaction 
4. Map logical data to physical tables 
5. Code procedures to perlonn functions 
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Technique/fool 
Function Hierarchy 
Diagramming 
Entity Relationship 
Diagramming 
• 
Data flow diagramming 
Table Generator 
Forms Generator 
Report Generator 
Fig. I Data-driven Information System Development Methodology 
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5. Why Computer Aided Systems Engineering (CASE)? 
' It is said that cobblers gd around with holes in their 
shoes. The information· processing profession is no better. 
Many computer information systems are built and mainta.ined 
using crude tools and inadequate computer support. A large 
number of software project are never completed • or arrive 
too late. Software systems need to be engineered and not 
crafted. There is a need to utilize active computer 
assistance to today's systems deve 1 opment efforts. Large 
information systems must not only be built but maintained 
/""', 
and enhanced as requirements grow. Computer Aided 
\,?/ 
Systems 
Engineering encompasses the full life cycle of systems 
development, and prov ides formal techniques s imi 1 ar to 
other engineering disciplines. 
Evolution of CASE 
CASE • lS an evolving technology that • promises 
automation of computerization. It provides useful tools to 
both end users and programmers for which there is a huge 
demand in the market. CASE technology hold promise for 
solving the worldwide software problem of too many 
applications and too few ap{>lication developers. 
The term CASE was first coined by Dr. John H. Manley 
in 1984 and originally stood for 'Computer Aided Software 
Engineering'. The first generation 
8 
of CASE products 
, .. 
-------------
-------------
-------
provided the systems analyst tools to draw, edit, update 
and store(; various diagrams used in the initial phases o-f 
.) 
the software development life cycle. These products came to 
be known as upper-CASE tools. Soon vendors of code 
generators got ·.on to the CASE bandwagon. These tools 
automate the tasks in the later phases of the software life 
cycle and came to be known as lower-CASE t~ls. Lower-CASE 
tools support code generation, testing,' debugging, 
compiling, prototyping and implementation. First generation 
CASE tools supported islands of automation in the systems 
development cycle but did not allow data and in-formation to 
flow automatically from one phase to another. 
The second generation of CASE tools began appearing 
. 1n 
1986. These products allowed in-formation from the 
requirements phase to develop specifications. This 
information • 1n turn, is used automatically in the design 
and build phases. Second generation CASE products provided 
tool integration by means of a central storage facility or 
information repository. Commercially available Relational 
~atabase Management Systems (RDBMS) were used for CASE 
repositories by many CASE vendors. Real-time 
• programming 
techniques and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology are 
being added to current CASE products. With AI, diagrams 
could be replaced by logic models from which runtime 
systems could be generated automatically. 
9 
Tools that deal with up-fr'ont strategic and management 
issues of software deve 1 opment are categorized as "pre-
CASE" tools. Management functions supported by pre-CASE 
tools include project planning, scheduling, and estimating. 
With database technology established as part o-f the CASE 
, ' 
body of knowledge, developers need tools to transfer 
existing code into the CASE environment. This is the "post-
CASE" process of converting sphagett i code and storing it 
in CASE repository. Integration of various tools has given 
a new meaning to CASE. CASE helps produce better systems 
and not just code. The term CASE is thus more commonly 
known as "Computer Aided Systems Engineering". 
Applying formal techniques to the complex, time-
sensitive requirements of information systems • IS not 
practical without automated tools. Automated tools • impose 
formality, increase the speed at which systems can be built 
and modified, and most importantly, co-ordinate the vast 
amount of knowledge that must be collected and updated. 
CASE technology promises to be the delivery vehicle of 
enterprise-wide information repository. Though there • 1s no 
standard for corporate repositor~ as yet, there is a trend 
to consolidate corporate data centers into so call super-
data centers. This will ease the task of cre·ating single 
data dictionaries using distributed databases. 
-10 
· 4.Pre-CASE 
Strategic 
•& 
Project 
Planning 
' 
I.Upper-CASE 
Require- Specific- Design 
ments ations 
' 
3.Lower-CASE 5.Post-CASE 
Code, Operat-
Test & Implem- ions & 
Prototyp ~ ent Mainte-
nance 
' ' 
Reverse A 
Engg. & 
Code 
Library 
' 2.Database Technology & Repository 
6. AI and Expert Systems 7 .Management Functions & Controls 
8.Computer-Integrated support environment (CISE) 
-
USER 
Fig. 2 Evolution of CASE 
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• 
The most 'important CASE tool is an active, on-line, 
multi-user data dictionary. The dictionary should hold and 
manage a1·1 the in-formation collected and derived during the 
development and production running o-f a business system. 
1'he dictionary provides the vital integration between the 
di-f-ferent tool sets used in the • various phases o-f the 
system deve 1 opment 1 i -fe-cyc 1 e. The content o-f the design 
dictionary re-fleets all the complex interdependencies and 
relationships o-f a business problem in a -form which can be 
clearly understood. When the business changes from the 
specification in the design dictionary, it may,be updated 
to re-fleet the new situation and then used to indicate how 
the production should be amended to incorporate the current 
business functions. When the system is being bu i 1 t, the 
dictionary enables the implementations to be recorded and 
linked to the design and business models. 1\ b~,r-product 
should be complete, up-to-date and -fully cross-referenced 
system documentation. Good documentation is one of the keys 
to any successful system. 
A data dictionary is used for storing the mea11ing of 
all data within the enterprise, across all application 
• 
systems. In other words it st,ores data about data or meta 
data. Within an enterprise, each . . . organ1zat1on, system~ 
" -
person, and function has its O\'\"n meaning of the data and 
business rules. In order to 
12 
consistently define, co-
ordinate and manage the meaning of the business data, it • 1S 
required to store them in a central in-formation repository. 
? 
A data dictionary • lS used to d_r i ve a data driven 
in-formation system and hence is a very key tool. 
The data dictionary is more than a catalog containing 
a simple 1 ist of data elements. It must store the 
d·escription of all business entities. It must list their 
attributes, data types, de-fault values and other 
constraints. Relationships between the different entities 
must be stored in the context of each application. The 
dictionary must also store referential integrity 
in-formation and master detail relationships. For example, 
each purchase order may be composed of one or more purchase 
order items. In case the purchase order i s c an c e 1 1 e d , 
the detajl order items must be automatically deleted. 
CASE systems must provide the following features • • 
, 
1. Tools to assist every phase of the system life cycle. 
2. Integrated, multi-user, shared in-formation repository 
for storing all system information. 
3. Graphics interface for drawing structured diagrams. 
4. Prototyping and database sizing tools. 
5. Automatic code generation for screens and reports. 
6. Design checker and analyzer. 
all 
7. Application maintenance and version control facilities. 
13 
/'1 
• • 1agrammmg 
ools · 
Diaggramming & 
Specification Tools 
Design Checker & 
Analyzer 
Codo,, 
Generator 
Fig. 3. Integrated CASE Environment 
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CASE 
REPOSITORY 
Functions 
Processes 
Models 
Diagrams 
Plans 
.. 
J• 
6. Why Logical Data Modelling? 
Data modelling is one of· the important activities o-f 
data driven system design. A logical data model • lS 
basically the structure of information used • 1n the 
business. It is the whole infrastructure of rules that 
comprise the concept of the business. Logical Data models 
provide a formal basis for tools and techniques used • 1n 
developing and using data driven information systems. 
With respect to database design, logical data models 
provide a representation of the application that captures 
the static and dynamic properties needed to support the 
desired transactions and • queries. In order to build a 
system that satisfies some functional need, it is required 
to explicitly and unambiguously state the set of business 
rules which define the function. In data driven systems, 
logical 
design. 
design must be separate and precede physical 
Choosing an appropriate information modelling tool for 
defining the conceptual schema • 1s very important. The tool 
must have a semantic form and a graphic form for 
visualization. Several methodologies exist for constructing 
the business data mode 1. Any such methodology should 
satisfy the following basic criteria: 
15 
1. All the rules are consistent. 
2. It is extendible, ·ensuring that new rules do not 
invalidate or conflict with each other or with those 
already in the conceptual schema. 
3. It is accessible, in that all of its rules are easily 
understandable to all who use it. 
4. It is transformable, in that its internal rules can be 
algorithmically transformed into software. 
7. Why Entity Relationship Diagramming? 
'\ 
Entity relationship diagramming • lS a technique to 
represent the logical relationships that may exist between 
various entities in a business environment. Originally 
{/ 
invented by Peter Chen, this methodology has been 
extensively enhanced to provide more functionality. In 
'Rule Based Entity Modelling' simple English language 
statements are used to capture the business ru 1 es which 
con.strain the • various entities in the interaction bet.ween 
system. 
Entity Relationship Diagramming provides a way of 
defining the things of significance or entities which 
concern the enterprise and the relationships among them. It 
al so prov ides an accurate mode 1 to describe the structure 
of the information used by the enterprise. 
16 
\ 
Some definitions and conventions: 
An 'Entity" is anything of significance about which 
information is to be known or held. It is any named thing 
which has a seperate and distinct existence, either real or 
imagined. Examples of entities are part, 'department, 
employee, person, building, purchase order, account etc. 
An 'Attribute' is somethi~g to be recorded about an 
J 
/ 
entity. It is any detail which serves to qualify, identify, 
classify, quantify or express the state of occurrance of an 
entity. Each entity can have one and only one occurrance 
of each attribute. Examples of attributes of 'part' entity 
are part number, description, unit of measure, • price etc. 
A 'Relationship' is any significant way in which two 
things are associated. In other words it specifies what one 
entity has to do with another. 
Entities are shown • 1n soft boxes (with rounded 
corners), distinguished from logical tables shown in hard 
box. Entities are mutually exclusive and always singular 
(Eg. 'part' is an entity but not 'parts'). A sub-entity is 
an entity whose occurrances are also examples of another 
entity. A sub-entity concept is different from entity ,_type. 
Descriptive attributes for entities are sometjmes shown as 
unique(#) identifiers, mandatory(*)' or optional (o). 
17 
-:----...... ----------------------------------~--~-~------
Relationships that add • un 1queness to entity an are 
marked with a crossbar. Dashed lines indicate optional 
relationships; undashed, mandatory relationships. These 
modelling techniques drive • primary and -foreign_ key 
implementation and relational database column/record field 
design. Relationships are labelled at both ends to show 
unambiguous subject/object orientation. Relationships are 
shown with the trident or crow's foot symbol to indicate 
multiple relationship degree. Multiple relationships can 
occur between entities, and relationships can occur between 
an entity and itsel-f. 
Arcs are used to show exclusive relationships. Either 
relationship may be true for an occurance of an entity, but 
not both. These techniques ensure that effective 
implementation options can be weighed during data design. 
Cross-checking techniques ensure the model's accuracy and 
comp~eteness. 
Relationship • IS basically Diagram An Entity a 
structural representation o-f· the business rules. It 
• 
lS 
simple yet powerful enough. A solid line represents a 
mandatory or MUST BE relationship. A dashed line represents 
an optional or MAY BE relationship. The following is the 
reading rule for the sample ER diagrams shown below: 
18 
EACH 
<entity name 1> 
MUST BE 
or 
MAY BE 
<relationship name> 
ONE AND ONLY ONE 
or 
ONE OR MORE 
<entity name 2> 
Consider the data model shown below in figure #, which 
captures the -following business rules: 
1. Each part category MAY BE the classification £or ONE OR 
MORE part. 
2. Each part MUST BE of ONE AND ONLY ONE part category. 
3. Each part MAY BE made via ONE OR MORE work order. 
4. Each work order MUST BE for production of ONE AND ONLY 
ONE part. 
5. Each work order MUST BE carried out in ONE OR MORE work 
center. 
6. Each work center MAY BE used for ONE OR MORE work order. 
19 
. " 
WORK ORDER WORK CEN'IER 
PART 
PART CATEGORY 
Fig. 5 Entity Relationship Diagram 
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8. Why Relational Data model? 
The most important reason -foe choosing the relational 
data model is data independence, which is de-fined as the 
immunity o-f applications to changes in the physical and 
logical environments. The relational data model also grew 
out o-f a need -for representing data • 1n a wel 1 de-fined, 
rigorous manner; to improve management o-f large volumes o-f 
data; ensure proper data sharing; en-force standards; and 
improve integrity and security. 
One o-f the • main attractions o-f the relational model 
• 
lS its mathematical cla.rity, which -f ac i 1 i tates the 
formulation of a precise data manipulation language. The 
common data models at that time were hierarchical, inverted 
1 i st, 
models 
and network. Applications developed using these 
required knowledge o-f the . data organization. 
Furthermore access paths were built into the logic and 
code. Programs written in COBOL, FORTRAN or PL/1 required 
operating system storage structures. Any change to the way 
the data was physically stored (e.g block • sizes or -field 
layouts) required extensive software maintenance and 
program modifications. 
Data independence means -freedom o-f applications -from 
data access strategies such as groupings or orderings. · In 
the relational model based on set theory, there 
21 
,. 
• 1s no 
\ 
. , 
• 
concept o-f ordering o-f elements within a set. Because the 
order o-f attributes in a relation is not signi-ficant, new 
attributes can be easily added without a-f-fecting existing 
applications. Non-relational systems o-ften 
• require 
application developers to have prior knowledge o-f physical 
ordering of records. 
Non-relational systems represent relationships between 
groupings o-f records with logical pointer chains. Pointer 
chains must be built, followed and understood by the 
application developers. Any changes in the relationships o-f 
the groupings would affect the pointer chains and there-fore 
all application programs -following those chains. The 
relational model does not rely on any chaining but instead 
bonds the tables by the values o-f the -foreign keys. 
Relational systems lead to signi-ficantly reduced costs -for 
developing new applications when compared to network or 
hierarchic approaches. 
With the simplicity o-f the relational model, only set 
operators need to be used to report or manipulate data. 
Because there are no data access path restrictions, data 
bases can be designed based on the semantics o-f the data 
instead o-f by access requirements as is done in procedural 
systems. Because the structure o-f a relation al lows tuples 
to be in any order, access to data can be non-procedural. 
22 
' 
• 
Non-procedural access is requesting what data is required 
, 
and not how it is obtained. This makes access to data much 
easier and more flexible. 
Another important reason for the relational data model 
is ease of data distribution. Due to the simplistic 
structure of relational data model, data can be physically 
I 
distributed on multiple computers without affecting 
application programs. This is possible because there • 1s no 
navigational knowledge embedded within the application 
programs. 
Structure of the Relational Model 
The relational model was proposed by E.F Codd in 1970. 
He outlined the relational nomenclature, definitions and 
theory. Data in the relational model is developed around 
two-dimensional tables called relations. Relations 
correspond to entities in the real world. Entities are 
things of significance whj ch can be distinguishable and 
uniquely identifiable. Each row of the tuple is called a 
tuple, and each column of the table is called an attribute. 
Values of attributes are chosen from domains or ranges of 
acceptable values. Consider the relations shown in tables 1 
& 2 . The relation or table name SUPPLIER contains • six rows 
or tuples. 
columns • • 
Each tuple corisists of four attributes or 
SNUM, SNAME, SCITY, and SREGION. The relation 
23 
C 
REGION consists of three attr,ibu.tes 
' 
• 
• SREG I ON , DESC . and 
QUOTA. 
SNUM 
Sl 
S4 
S2 
S12 
S34 
SREGION 
SW 
NW 
NE 
CN 
SNAME 
AAA 
zzz 
DOD 
DEN 
ACME 
SCITY 
Long Beach 
Anaheim 
New York 
Denver 
Long Beach 
SREGION 
SW 
SW 
NE 
CN 
SW 
Table 1 : Relation SUPPLIERS 
- -
DESC 
Southwest US 
Northwest US 
Northeast US 
Central US 
QUOTA 
1,000K 
2,300K 
4,400K 
3,400K 
Table 2 : Relation REGIONS 
- -
Data Manipulation Languages (DML) support • processing 
of the data structure. The relational model uses PROJECTION 
and JOIN to report or extract data from relations. 
PROJECTIONs remove attributes that are not required, 
yielding a new relation with the remaining columns. JOIN 
allows two relations to be joined over a common attribute, 
thus yielding a new relation. There are a few other 
relational set operators such as SELECT, UNION, 
PRODUCT, DIFFERENCE and DIVIDE .. 
24 
INTERSECT , ~ 
--------------------------------~~--- -
The relational model 
rules: entity integrity 
• requires data two 
and re-f~rential 
integrity 
integrity. 
Integrity rules are tightly coupled with the concept o-f 
pr imary and -foreign keys. Primary keys are unique tuple 
identi-fiers and are made up o-f the minimum number o-f , 
attributes such- that }'no two rows o-f the table contain the 
same values -for that primary key. Primary keys serve as 
record identifiers • or unique identi-fication -function. For 
example in the SUPPLIER relation in table 1, if SNUMs are 
then SNUM can guaranteed to be unique and are never nul 1, . . 
be a primary key. A -foreign key is an attribute or 
combination of attributes in one relation, whose values are 
used to match those o-f the primary key of another relation . 
. 
Foreign and . primary keys represent references or logical 
relationships that hold the relations together. 
Entity integrity states that no attribute 
participating in the primary key of a relation is allowed 
to accept null values. In addition, none of the attribute~ 
that make up the primary key can be discarded without 
destroying the • un 1queness property. By including semantic 
aspects through the use o-f keys, the relational model 
provides more than just syntactic construct. 
) 
Re-ferential integrity rule states that every value of 
a foreign key in any relation must exist as a value of a 
25 
) 
I 
\ 
primary key of a another relation or be null. For ex
ample 
"' 
in the SUPPLIER relation, SREGION is a foreign key and all 
non null values o-f SREGION in the SUPPLIER relation must 
exist in the set o-f values of SREGION in the REGION 
relation shown in table 2. 
9. Why Three Schema Data Management Architecture? 
Data structures employed in an integrated data bas
e 
management system must address three goals 
• 
• enterprise 
support, user support, and machine access for retrieva
l and 
storage. 
Enterprise support requires logical completeness. 
If 
data have been gathered and maintained at consid
erable 
cost, then it is essential that it be possible to use
 this 
data to respond to any logically ~ningful query. 
User support requires logical simplicity. Regardles
s 
of the complexity of the structures needed to suppo
rt the 
essential 
enterprise's data 
• 1S that the • processing, it 
structures with which an individual user must intera
ct be 
both simple and well suited to his/her needs. 
And, for machine access to the stored data, data
 
description must be provided at a level low enou
gh to 
permit efficient operation by the physical devices. ! 
f 
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Un-fortunately, these requirements are somewhat 
. 1 . 
incompatible. A structure that is logically complete enough 
-for the enterprise is not convenient -for end users or 
programmers. Likewise, a structure that is well designed 
\, 
-for one application may not be suitable -for another. 
A promising mechanism -for resolving these difficulties 
is the three schema model proposed by ANSI/SPARC as shown 
in figure 5. Rather than attempt to define a single class 
o-f data structures of universal applicability, ANSI/SPARC 
proposes three levels of structures, one each for the 
enterprise, the users and the machine itself. Such a model 
requires not only the ability to declare data structures of 
different classes, but to de-fine maps between these 
structures. 
ANSI/X3/SPARC three-schema architecture as the data 
management strategy has clear long term advantages. It 
de-fines three seperate but related levels of data base 
schema 
schema. 
• 
• external schema, conceptual schema and internal 
The conceptual schema must be complete. It supports 
the enterprise and its view of t·he data required -for its 
A 
operations. The conceptual schema may be mapped to one or 
more external schemata. 
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External View Conceptual View Internal View 
( User Applications ) ( Enterprise Data Model ) ( Physical Database) 
A 
1 
.j 
2 
B ONE 
C 
3 
Fig. 4 Three Schema Architecture 
' 
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The internal schema • IS needed for ac·cess and storage 
of data on physical .devices. The details of the internal 
schema i~ best left to the database management system 
software as issues like optimization, security an,d rollback 
are too complicated for the av/rage programmer. There • IS no 
( 
point in re-inventing_ the wheel as there are many database 
/ 
management systems which does the job sufficiently well for 
most applications. 
Unlike the traditional two-schema approach, which maps 
' 
external schema to database files, the ANSI, concept, 
through the introduction o-f conceptual schema, makes 
external and internal schemata independent o-f one another. 
The conceptual schema drives the Information Resource 
Management planning and the implementation from the data 
rather than the application· or process perspective. Thus 
these methodologies are called data driven. 
\ 
The planning procedure builds on the conceptual schema 
cal 1 ed the data architecture from the top down. The 
implementation procedures build on the conceptu·al schema -
called the normalized data model from the bottom up. They 
both employ the same information modelling tool -for 
describ .. ing t,he concep.fual schema. 
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Entity Relationship Model • lS well suited for 
f 
representing _the conceptual schema • 1n the ·three 
architecture. The Relational model is powerful, yet simple 
~ 
-for use as external schema. It provides a -fourth generation·· 
query language~ SQL. The internal schema depends upon the 
implementation o-f the ·specific Data Base Management Systems 
,0 
available in the market place today and can be balanced 8-
TREE,· network CODASYL etc. 
10. Why Relational Database Management Systems (DBMS)? 
A database management system is a set of programs that 
insulate the application programs from the physical disk 
-files. 
However a DBMS was not invented to replace the disk 
management software of the computer's operating system, 
most of which feature at 1 east two file access modes 
0 
sequential and direct. Most operating systems ignore other 
types of access and ignore such services as data dictionary 
management, use o-f query languages, backup/recovery etc. 
The DBMS is intended to solve just those problems and • IS a 
complement to the file management features of the ·operating 
system. But many use rs use a DBMS to manage their disk 
files and call the collection of fil.es 'database'. 
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Un-fortunately a database is not the consequence o-f the 
use of a DBMS. A database provides·a means o-f answering all· 
expected or unexpected questions of decision-makers 
regarding the i_r data. A database • 1s an in-formation and 
communication t9ol. The value of decisions that rely on 
-facts -from a database is often strategic. In order to do 
this, the database itself needs to do the -following: 
1. It must be exhaustive in order to answer all potential 
questions. 
2. It must be consistent in order to contain accurate 
in-formation. 
3. It must be structured in order to allow -for the 
retrieval of vast amounts o-f data. 
An on-line shared database provides horizontal 
integration. The central database • lS all common to 
departments and updated constantly. People can communicate 
better by -feeling the progress o-f the work o-f other users 
and hence can make better decisions. 
A database provides a means -for vertical integration 
as managers can directly access the database directly and 
verify small facts. In addition, everybody shares the same 
database and has the same ;aw material 
1 ine database also eliminates costly 
delays. 
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paper procedures and 
11. Manu-fact·uring Functions and their data requirements 
Most manufacturing functions are very data intensive. 
Each stage of material transformation, requires and also 
generates a lot of data. 
Like data-driven other it • IS first . system any 
necessary to understand the business functions and the 
structure of the data used b).r those· functions. The data 
structure is then logically represented using techniques 
like entity-relationship diagrams. The logical data model 
is then mapped to physical database tables with the aid of 
CASE tools. Procedural programs are then implemented to 
carry out the business functions. 
Generically speaking, the • maJor manufacturing 
functions are [2] (a) Marketing and sales (b) Manufacturing 
data preparation (c) Production planning and inventory 
control (d) (e) Process • • superv1s1on Production schedt1l ing 
"•.' 
and (f) Quality Assurance 
a. Marketing and Sales 
Marketing and the interfaces sales provide • primary 
between manufacturing facility and its customers. They 
inform customers of available products,. generates orders 
for selected products, price~ those products, negotiate 
;g' 
delivery schedules, track shop floor performance in meeting 
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\ 
those schedules and ensure customer satisfaction af·ter 
delivery. They also conduct needs·analysis to determine 
potentially profitable new products . 
To perform the above functions, marketing needs to 
access multiple databases. The~e include product catalogs, 
customer orders, both current and projected manufacturing 
capacities, finished products inventory, schedules and 
anticipated completion and delivery times. 
b. Manufacturing Data preparation 
Manufacturing data preparation 
functions required to generate 
encompasses all 
the data needed 
the 
to 
manufacture a product capable o-f meeting customer 
requirements. -functions include These 
• • 
eng1neer1ng and 
process planning. 
Engineering translates a set of customer requirements 
I 
into product designs which- include detailed 3-D drawings, 
geometry data, tolerances and other required manufacturing 
i 
specifications. All these design data is then used by 
process planning to generate a complete bill or materials, 
tools, machines, fixtures and 
• precise machining 
instructions used 0 for the entire fabrication process. 
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The data structures are most ~omplex in this domain. 
' 
First, specifications are used to construct computer aided· 
If 
(CAD) design drawings. Depending upon the sophistication of 
"' 
• 
the CAD tools used, additional.data may be required to for 
generating process plans .. from the design data. 
Process planning basically develops a sequence of 
operations to meet the design requirements and describe the 
processes that are needed to perform each o-f these 
operations. This is a comp 1 ex task and • requires a itself 
lot of expertise. First, the product • • is given a group 
technology classification code. This code is then used to 
retrieve existing plans for products with similar 
• processing Sometimes plans are requirements . process 
generated using some algorithms. 
c. Production Planning and Inventory Control 
Production planning is responsible -for developing a 
1 ist o-f jobs to be executed on the shop -floor during the 
next planning horizon. In addition it determines the 
machine capacities and raw materials necessary to do these 
jobs. 
Aggregate production- planning (APP) uses the current 
V 
and projected demands established by marketing to set 
production quotas and inventory requirements for each 
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product type during the chosen planning horizon using small 
\::_ ' 
time (usually •' inventory week). These buckets one 
requirements include all raw materials, tools, -fixtures, 
castings, forgings etc. Aggregate production planning also 
6 ·, 
' 
continually monitors and updates production quotas and 
--..jnventory policies based on marketing or other feedback 
', ·~ 
sources. 
Aggregate production planning· must access the 
marketing data to know the actual and -forecast demands. The 
/\ 
is required to know the process planning data • processing 
requirements £or each or the products that make up the 
demand. It is al so required to know ( a) current inventory 
status on tools, finished goods, work-in-process, raw 
materials and available shop -floor capacities. Data about 
cancelled or changed orders is also accessed. 
Detailed production planning uses the above assigned 
quotas to generate production jobs for each time period 
depending upon available resources. They explode the Bill 
of Materials (BOM) for each product and check the inventory 
status of each raw material. Detailed production planning 
provides shop floor release dates and availability of 
orders. Sometimes jobs may be sub-contracted to external 
" 
vendors to meet customer deadlines. 
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Detailed production· planning must access th~e databases 
updated by aggregate production planning. It is also 
required to access the process planning databases 
containing the process durations and precedence relations 
for each to be produced. Detailed process 
information like --machine uptimes, preventive maintenance 
etc. are also required. 
d. Production Scheduling 
develops 
• 
Production scheduling detailed schedules o-f 
the operations required to complete the jobs issued by 
detailed production planning. These operations are then 
assigned to the processes • various together with their 
anticipated start and finish times. 
Once a product ion schedule has been generated, it • 1S 
necessary to co-ordinate activities at each process to 
ensure that This inter-process the schedule • IS met. 
coordination requires monitoring of the feedback from 
process • supervisors. feedbac,k that all This ensures 
required materials have arrived at the process before the 
stated start times and· to determine if the process will 
finish its assigned tasks at the anticipated -finish times. 
The production scheduler responsible • lS for 
maintaining an accurate schedule of activities at all 
C 
ri 
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processes on the shop floor. That schedule must be updated 
whenever (a) a new job list is received (b) an existing job 
is cancelled, finished or giv~n a priority update, and (c) 
a process experiences an unexpected delay. When a new job 
is.assigned, the process scheduler must first determine all 
' 
of th~ required operations and the processes. 
j~· ,,., .• r 
The process scheduler needs to retrieve both the job 
list created by the detailed production plan and the 
process plan for each entry on that 1 ist. The current 
schedule is then updated by inserting the start and finish 
times for these new operations. This requires accessing the 
current schedule and process utilization databases and 
executes some scheduling algorithm. Similar tasks are 
required for priority updates and unexpected delays. 
e. Process Supervision 
The • supervisor implement the 
• precise process has to 
instructions from the process plan for every assigned 
operation and also monitor the process during its 
execution, to verify conformance to those instructions. To 
do this several databases needs to be accessed : List of 
assigned jobs and scheduled start and finish times and 
their associated process plans, Numerical control code 
1 ibraries, part description data, tool. and fixture data. 
After ea~h job has been completed, the 
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• supervisor must 
'1 
update the job 
" 
database ·indicating the 
J 
exact operations 
performed, the total. processing time in the scheduling 
database, and the equipment and tool usage in their 
_/ 
respective databases. 
f. Quality Assurance 
Quality assurance has two major functions. First, it 
verifies that the output from each process meets the 
' 
specifications prepared by • • eng1neer1ng. This is done by 
both in-line and off-line inspections. Second, it keeps 
historical records which can be used to improve the quality 
of al 1 phases of the manu-f actur i ng system. This data • 1S 
also used -for machine maintenance and tool replacement. 
Quality assurance • requires access to inspection plans, 
equipment usage charts, rnach i ne maintenance schedules. 
Information • lS archived regarding each product. This 
includes CAD designs, process plans, inspection and 
machining procedures, and material used. 
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12. Implementing Data Driven·Systems 
Implementing data 
.- . 
requires • going driven systems 
through the -full systems life cycle methodology. The system 
• lS driven I • entity which the relationship data model, by 
represents the corporate data structure. The .business 
-functions are represented by the function hierarchy 
diagram. A business -function is essentially a process of 
transforming the data and this interaction between the data 
and functions is represented by the data flows. Unlike 
,procedure oriented systems however, the data flows do not 
drive the system. A generic essential data flow diagram is 
shown in figure 6. 
An system's life cycle is defined as the interval of 
time between its conception and its replacement. It 
encompasses the following stages Strategy, Analysis, 
Design, Build and User documentation, Transition and 
Production. 
The Strategy phase determines what needs to be done 
and how much it should cost. It results in a statement of 
business needs, objectives, priorities, and constraints 
along with a definition or scope for the system development 
project . 
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Structured interviewing and data model 1 ing techniques 
are used and presented to the user using visual techniques. 
' One modelling technique - the ·function hierarchy diagram is 
used to identify the structure of the functions of the 
organization, while a second called the entity relationship 
diagramming is used· to identify the structure of its 
information. 
The analysis phase specifies the exact user 
requirements. It resu 1 ts in detailed statements of user 
specifications, including definition of business -functions 
involved. These are derived from additional interviews and 
detailed documents. 
The design phase decides what the systems should look 
like and what tools and components should be used. It 
results in a detailed hardware, software and physical file 
structures used to fulfill the above requirements. 
The build phase results in a tested system complete 
with defined procedures. The user documentation 
• 
lS 
developed simultaneously. The transition phase moves the 
organization from its present system to a new one. The 
production phase take the system live and is marked by the 
operation of a smoothly running system, with planned, non-
disruptive~ maintenan6e and future enhancements. 
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14. Conclusion 
There • 1s an immediate need for information systems 
management • 1n corporations. applications Growing most 
backlog, slow labor intensive and unpredictable systems 
development, error ridden software, inflexible procedure 
oriented systems and l·arge so-ft ware maintenance effort are 
some of the common problems. 
Large software systems cannot by crafted. The\l must be '-' 
engineer·ecl with a formal basis. Data-dri\,1en sv·stem .., 
de\/eloprne11t. approach suppo1~ted by· a good Compt.1ter . \ided 
S\-,stems 
,.! 
Engineering (CASE) a 
. . prom1s1ng methodology· • 1S 
direction for enterprise-wide information svstems. v 
Mant.1f actur i ng information S)lStems are 11 i gl1 l )·· <lat.a 
de1~endent .. Procedures and st.rategies consta11t l '\· cha11ge to ... 
I~ e e p up ,,, i t, h the marl< et co 11 d it. i on s . F 1 ex i b i 1 i t ~,· i 11 p h ~·· s i ca 1 
factories alone will not be sufficient. 
wl1 i ch sup()<) 11 t the n1a11 u-f a.ct, u ring ope r·at. i 011 s a 1 sc, h a.'\ .. e to be 
equally flexible. r·e 1 at. i o 11a 1 s '\·st.erns c a11 .. . Non-procedural·, 
s u ppo r·t. t. l1 e ad hoc q tier· i es a.11d r·e po r·t. s 1~eq u i 1~ed t (_> 1nal'(e go(_,d 
d . . ec1s1ons. 
Dist.1·ibt1ted database ma11agen1ent S}'Sterns t.ecl111olog)·· 
• 
1S 
available today. It is possible to define and store a 
single copy of the data and 
41 
sha1"'e it thr'oughout the 
organization. This will ensure consi tency of _data and the 
most current in-formation to .be available to everyone. 
Paperless procedures and electronic data interchange • lS 
possible only when there is data consistency and integrity 
throughout the corporation and its divisions. 
Information Techno).ogy more • IS -finally getting 
importance in many corporations. The position of Chief 
Io-formation Officer reporting directly to the President of 
the company is becoming a reality. The migration from data 
processing t.o corporate inf or·mat ion rna11agerne11t has c r·eated 
a new role of information managers with respo11~ibilities to 
J 
manage corporate data models an asset a11d . using as 
information resource as a corn pet it. i ·\re \v·eapon. 
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APPENDIX A 
Survey of CASE tools available today 
CASE tools available today can be categorized into three 
types. Tl1ey are 
,y 
1 . TOOL I< I 1'· 
• 
• 
Sets of integrated too 1 s tl1at support 011e t~rpe of 
software development function or job class. 
2. \'70RI~BENCll 
purpose software developrnent environment 
support. i ~--==t~h~ full range of software job. 
3. METHODOLOGY COMPANION 
(:c)rnputerized assistance -for a part.icular· soft\v'are 
developn1ent methodology. 
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I. 
Product Name 
Vendor Narne 
Primary LJse 
Primary User 
Tooll<its 
~1ethodo 1 og i es 
Repository? 
Price 
v' end o 1-- N arne 
C~at,egor)' 
Primary Use 
Pr i rnary LJse 1---
Tooll<its 
~1ethodo 1 og i es 
Systems 
Pr· ice 
: ADPAC CASE TOOLS 
: Adpac Corporation 
: Toolkit 
: Systems wide data analysis, reporting, 
diagramming and normalization. 
: Programmer analyst, data administrator, 
systems development manager 
: Graphics, design, expert system 
: All Generic methodologies 
• 
• 
: $42,000 (mainframe) 
: ANATOOL 
: Advanced Logical Software 
: Toolkit, Methodology Companion 
: Analysis stage 
: Analysts, system engineers 
: Ar1alyst 
: Yourdon 
: Information 
: $925 
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Product Name 
Vendor Name 
Categor}' 
Primary llse 
Primary LJser 
Toolkits 
~'lethodo 1 c>g i es 
Repos i tor·:,,,. ? 
Price 
Product Name 
\lendor Name 
Categor~' 
Primary' Llse 
Primary lJse1'"' 
Tooll<its 
Methodologies 
Repository? 
Price 
: MULTI/CAM 
: AGS Management Systems Inc. 
: Toolkit 
j 
• 
• Integrates CASE methodologies into 
micro/mainframe environment 
: Project managers, Programmer/Analyst 
: Entire CASE Library 
: SOM/Structured SOM/Standard 
: No 
: $97,000 
: AION DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
: Aion Corporation 
: Toolkit 
: Expert System Application Development 
: Analysts and Programmers 
: Development Environment 
• 
• 
: Yes 
: $95,000 (mainframe) 
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Product Name 
Vendor.Name 
Category 
Primary Use 
Primary User 
Toolkits 
Methodo 1 c>g i es 
R.eposit.or·),: ? 
Price 
Product Narne 
Vendor Name 
Categor)' 
Primary Use 
P r-- i mar)' LJ s {~ r--
Toolkits 
Methodologies 
Repository? 
Price 
: Life-Cycle Productivity System 
: American Managem~ni Systems 
·, 
: Workbench 
• 
• 
Integrated set of productivity tools for 
all phases of d~velop~ent & maintenance 
: Analysts, designers, programmers 
: For each phase of system development 
: SDM, Spectrum, Method 1 
: Yes 
: $16,000 (PC) 
: CORVET 
: Analysts International Corp. 
: Workbench 
: Support of design through Implementation 
and maintenance 
: Analyst, programmer 
: Design, screen, report and code generator 
• 
• 
: Yes 
: $75,000 
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Product Name 
\lendor Name 
Category 
Primary Use 
Primary lf se r 
Toolkits 
~,tethodo 1 og i es 
Repos i tor~·l ? 
Price 
Product Narne 
Vendor Narne 
Category' 
Primary Use 
Primary lJser 
Toolkits 
~·1ethodo log i es 
Repositor')' ? 
Price 
: PROJECT WORKBENCH 
: Applied Business Technology 
: Toolkit 
: Plan and control projects 
: Group managers, project managers 
: Project Scheduler, Project Tracker 
• 
• 
: NO 
: $1150 
: FOUNDi\TION 
: Arthur Andersen 
: Workbench 
: Plan, design, implement and support 
transaction processing systems 
: Designer, Implementor, Maintainer 
: Design, Implement, Test and Config Mgt. 
• 
• 
: YES 
: $200,000 
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Product Name 
Vendor ·· Name 
Category 
Pr im·ary LJse 
Primary lfse r 
Toolkits 
l\1ethodo 1 og i es 
Repositor~' ·? 
Price 
Product Name 
Ve11dor Narne 
('.ategor)' 
Primary lfse 
... 
Primary LJser 
Toolkits 
~1ethodo 1 og i es 
Repository? 
Price 
• 
• INSTALL/1 
: Arthur Andersen 
I!' 
. ' 
: Workbench, Methodology Companion 
: Support for detailed design, coding & 
testing 
• 
• 
Implementor, support specialist 
: Code generator, test 
: METHOD/1 
: YES 
: $200,000 
: DESIGN/1 
: Arthur Andersen 
: Toolkit, Methodology Companion 
: Support integrated systems design, screen 
prototyping 
: Systems Analysts, Project Managers 
• 
• 
: METHOD/1 
: NO 
: $7000 (PC) 
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\ Product Name 
Vendor.Name 
Category 
Primary Use 
Primary User · 
Toolkits 
~'let hodo 1 c>g i es 
Repositc>r·)r '? 
Price 
Product Name 
\!endor Name 
Category 
Primary llse 
Primary LJ se 1--
Methodologies 
Re pos i tor--~,,. '? 
Price 
• 
: STRIAD 
: Arthur Young 
: Workbench 
: Consulting support 
: Systems Engineers 
• 
• 
: AY/CSM, AY/IEM 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: THE DEVELOPER 
: Asyst Technologies, Inc. 
: Toolkit 
: Support DP professionals 
: System Analysts 
: Analyst, Designer 
• 
• 
: NO 
: $4900 
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Product Name 
Vendor Name 
Category 
Primary Use 
Primary User 
Toolkits 
Methodologies 
Repository? 
Price 
Pr·oduct Name 
Vendor Name 
Categor~, 
Primary Use 
" 
Primary User 
Toolkits 
Methodo 1 c>g i es 
Reposi tor .. ~,, ? 
Price 
: SOFTWARE BACKPLANE 
: Atherton Technology 
: Toolkit, Workbench 
: Integration of applications 
: Managers, programmers 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: YES 
: $75,000 
I 
: DESIGN GRAPHICS SYSTEM 
: The CADWARE Group 
: Toolkit 
: Support system analysts 
: System/Business Analyst 
• 
• 
: IDEF 
: NO 
: $1995 (PC) 
,· 
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Product Name 
Vendor Name 
Cc11,tegory 
Primary ~use 
Primary LJser 
Toolkits 
Methodologies 
Repositor·y ? 
Price 
Product Narne 
Vendor Narne 
Categor)1 
Primary LJse 
Primary User· 
Toolkits 
~1ethodo 1 og i es 
Repositor·y ? 
Price 
: PACBASE 
: CGI Systems, Inc. 
: Code Generator Workbench 
: Automate Full Life'Cycle CASE system 
: Development Center Staff 
: PC Analyst/Programmer and End-User query 
: Merise, Yourdon and others 
: Yes 
• 
• 140,000 
: SchemaGen, ER-Designer 
: Chen & Associates, Inc. 
: Data design toolkit 
: Generating data schemas for a given DBMS 
: Database Designer 
: E-R Modeller package 
: Entity Relationship 
·(-) 
: Yes 
: $6995 (PC) 
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Product Name 
Vendor Name 
Category 
Primary Use 
Primary lJser 
1'oolkit~ 
Methodologies 
Repos i tor~' ? 
Price 
Product Name 
Vendor Name 
Category 
Primary Use 
Pr i mar'y Ll se r--
Tool I< its 
~1ethodo 1 (Jg i es 
Repos i tor·y ? 
Price 
: Normalizer 
: Chen & Associates 
: Data design toolkit 
: Normalize relations to 3rd Normal form 
: System Analysts and Database designer 
: Data design toolkit 
: ER and relational 
: YES 
: $1495 (PC) 
: CorVison 
: Cortex Corporation 
: Workbench 
: Application development 
: DP professionals 
: Full Workbench with code generator 
• 
• Information Engineering 
: Yes 
: $55,000 (PC) 
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Product Name 
Vendor Name 
Categor),' 
Primary Lise 
Primary User 
... 
Toolkits 
~1ethodo 1 og i es 
R.epos i tor'),' ? 
Pr· ice 
Product Name 
Vendor Narne 
Categor·y 
Primary llse 
Primar)' User 
Toolkits 
Methodologies 
Price 
: Appl. Systems Development Environment 
: Digital Equipment Corpo~ation 
: Toolkit, Wbrkbench 
: Development and maintenance during 
application life cycle 
: Programmer/Analyst 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: Yes 
• 
• 
: VM/Software Engg. 
• 
• IBM Corporation 
: Methodo 1 ogy compan 1i on 
: Configuration Mgt. software library, tool 
integ1~ation 
: Software engineer 
: Tool Integration capability 
: All 
: $40,000 
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Product Name 
Vendor.Name 
Category 
Primary Use 
Pr·imary User 
Toolkits 
~1ethodo 1 c>g i es 
Reposito1~~, ? 
Price 
Product:. N ELn1e 
\lendor Name 
Primary llse 
.. 
Pr·imary User .. 
Toolkits 
Methodologies 
Repository? 
Pr· ice 
: Exelertor 
• 
• Index Technology 
: Too 11< it 
I 
u 
: Automate analysis and design 
: System Analysts/Project leaders 
: Gane & Sarson, Yourdon etc. 
: Yes 
: $8,400 (PC) 
: Oracle Corporation 
: Methodology Companion 
: Full Systems Life Cycle, Sizing, 
Generate tables, reports and forms 
: Analyst, designer 
: Data flow, ER, Generator 
: Yes 
• 
• 
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